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What is ICVA 2030?

• ICVA new strategy to be adopted General Assembly in May 2021.
• ICVA 2030 Strategy - long-term perspective - ICVA’s future role and added value
• Changing environment => take stock, look to the future, consider how to work differently, do things better, and build on the success to date
ICVA 2030
Your View Counts

- ICVA 2030 Survey (closed 15 July)
- Collection of 90’ YouTube videos
- Interviews with members
- Regional meetings
- Global membership meetings on 2 and 3 September
What questions are we asking?

Who is ICVA today and what value does it add?

How is the external environment evolving?

What does this mean for ICVA’s mission, vision and focus in 2030?

What does this mean for ICVA's structure, composition and ways of working?
ICVA’s thematic focus areas are vehicles for members to work together on issues of common concern. Survey shows strong support to maintain them.
Strategic considerations

1. Private Sector Engagement
2. Environmental Change
3. Technology and Innovation

Related to the major disruptors (Inequality, Technology, Environment/Climate change, Shifting power)

4. ICVAs Collaborative Advantage
5. Membership and Member Engagement
6. Regional Development of ICVA
7. Resourcing ICVA

Related to the ICVA identity, operating model and the ways of working.
Changing environment

• How is the changing environment affecting ICVA members?

• How does it impact on our way of working?
Membership and Member Engagement
ICVA membership and membership engagement

• 130 members

• humanitarian NGOs, large and small, secular and faith-based, national and international, networks

• Present n Europe and North America (52%), and in Africa, Asia/Pacific, MENA and Latin America (48%)

• 75% of NGOs engaged in ICVA activities are southern NGOs, national NGOs, medium-sized and NGO fora.

• Members engage through working groups, external representation, NGO statements, information sharing
1. Considering the increasing diversity of humanitarian actors, which of the following directions should ICVA take?

   i. change the nature of its membership, changing criteria and potentially considering different types of members with different rights/duties... and if so how?

   or

   ii. keep the same membership and address the diversity of actors through the ways in which ICVA works and engages with others?
2. What changes are needed in how member organisations work to increase the capacity of ICVA to deliver its ambitions, increasing co-ownership of ICVA and reducing pressure for growth of the secretariat?
ICVA’s global reach

ICVA Secretariat present in Geneva, Bangkok, Nairobi & Addis Ababa, and Jordan

Work closely with members and NGO fora to:
• Link operational realities to global policies and practice
• Facilitate NGO engagement with inter-governmental organisations and Member States
• Create opportunities for regional consultation and collective action
Regional questions for discussion

1. Should ICVA further develop and expand at the regional level and if so, what does this practically mean in terms of the what ICVA does, how it does it and how it is resourced?

2. Should ICVA member organisations take on delegated duties to strategically increase ICVA’s reach in regions where ICVA has no regional hubs, formally representing and providing the ICVA services/support?